STUD FARM BUNGALOW, STREATLAM PARK.

PROVEN PERFORMANCE

TOPFLOW SCREED A
INSTALLED BY FLOORING SOLUTIONS
THE CHALLENGE
John G Hills Estate Management look after large private estates. The older buildings on Streatlam Park are currently under refurbishment. The 150m² floor area of the bungalow is the first of a new phase to be built. The subcontract building firm used for the bulk of the works required a screeder to install over a wet underfloor heating system. The local Technical Sales Rep called to site to assist and identified a requirement for a concrete sub-floor also.

OUR SOLUTION
Tarmac’s Flooring Solutions assisted the building contractor in designing the correct flooring system of a 100mm concrete sub-floor and a 50mm heated flooring system screed. With a dedicated technical team Tarmac’s Flooring Solutions were able to design, supply and install the project.

RESULTS AND BENEFITS
Both areas of the project were supplied and installed by Tarmac’s Flooring Solutions team using Topflow Concrete and Topflow Screed A. The materials were installed with minimal site disturbance providing a level sub-floor to then allow easier placement of insulation and a 50mm level screed which acts as a superior emitter for the underfloor heating system.

For more details contact flooringsolutions@tarmac.com or call 0191 492 4159
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